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Uncover Your Vision For The Day
Create An Experience To Remember
Schedule Your Day
Communicate Your Plans
Find The Right Venue
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We

Understand.

Planning any event can be
overwhelming.
Perhaps you want to celebrate a successful year, create a team-building
experience or carry out some strategic planning to chart your business course for
the next few years. Bringing all the pieces, people, and priorities together may
come with too much information, and many demands and decisions.
The risk of poor planning is high.
Over the years, as we’ve helped many groups host their event, we’ve seen how
following a few simple principles can ensure you and your team enjoy your day to
the fullest, together.
We recommend you start at Step One, and walk through this conversation to
keep things simple and focused for yourselves, your team, and venue hosts.
Alright, let’s simplify things and bring some peace to this whole planning process
for you.
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Uncover Your Vision For The Event

Key1

What do you
envision for
your day?
The anchor to any great and
successful event is a clear
vision.
Whether your planning a strategic retreat, celebration or a team
building event, a clear vision will simplify your planning and make
everything you need to achieve that much more enjoyable for all
involved, as you avoid the disappointment of a failed event.
So, let’s start by clarifying the vision for the day.
Let’s answer this question:
What do you envision for your day?
Many times people have different visions of what they want out of the
day, especially in a business or corporate environment where time is
money, or where team cohesion has been weakened. This is where
many disappointments, distractions and failures come from. Taking
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the time to clarify your vision for the day and communicating that effectively
to all involved is key for your attendees to enjoy their day together. It is also
important that this vision be communicated to other employees such as
management and other attendees, so that corporate support can be gained
and maintained.
We’ve found that this one question can ensure everyone has the opportunity
to be heard, valued and contribute.

Try this.
Sit down, on your own first, and answer this question: What do you envision
for the day? Then share this question with the others helping to plan, lead
and even those attending the event. If you decide to have some of these
conversations in a group setting face to face, which we always recommend,
we’ve found it tends to work best to have one person answer the question,
while the others listen and take notes. Take notes however you want to. You’ll
have questions, things you’ll need to clarify, and new ideas that come to
mind. Write those down, and then once each person has shared their vision,
share your ideas and ask your questions to each other. Simply go back and
forth until you both have a clear vision for the day. This could take several
conversations, and that’s okay. Rome wasn’t built in a day, as the saying goes.
Your circumstances may not permit a group planning session, so you may
elect to do this through a series of one-on-one conversations or perhaps
through a virtual meeting. The key aspect is to allow others to go first
before you share your ideas if you are heading up the planning or are in key
leadership. When you allow others to share and contribute first, you’d be
surprised how much is confirmed in your own vision, and how many new
and great ideas get revealed. This would be a great time to consider bringing
in a facilitator from outside your organization to help work through the
envisioning process as well.
The simple question of “What do you envision for the day?”, will help you
clarify, align, and bring your vision into reality. We recommend you use it as
an anchor all the way through this adventure. Using this simple question will
allow you to bring your planning team together, and allow the dynamics to
work for you, instead of against you.
As you develop your vision for the day, the next four keys will help you figure
out the details to make this vision happen. and enjoy your day to the fullest
together.
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Key2

Create
An Experience
To Remember

Create An
Experience
To Remember
Now that you have your vision clarified, here is our next set of questions to flush
out the experience you’d love to have with your attendees.
O
O
O

How do you want to remember the day?
How do you want your attendees to remember the day?
What must take place for that experience to happen?

In answering these simple questions, you will flush out your vision even more
as the details begin to take shape.
By asking these questions, you will determine what you’d like to have, and
what must happen for both you and your attendees to have an amazing day,
keep things simple and bring some peace to the whole experience, making it a
day to remember.

As you think through these
questions consider things like:
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O
O
O
O

What business outcomes would you like to achieve for the day?
What does management expect from the day?
Who has a stake in the outcome of this event?
How many people would you like to have?
O Who must be there?
O Who would you like to be there?

O
O

To whom should you communicate the outcomes for the event?
What activities should occur to achieve the desired results?
O Instructional or teaching presentations
O Brainstorming activities
O Team-building activities
O Break-out sessions
O Quiet introspective opportunities

O

What types of food would you like to have?
O Hot meals
O Appetizers
O Others

O

What types of food must you have? Consider dietary restrictions, and special
food interests for you and your attendees that will make the day one to
remember.

O
O
O
O
O

How much food do you need to have? As you are most likely going to cater your
event, your caterer or venue host can help with this.
Is there value in taking the team to a second location for an activity or meal?
Do you have an indoor and/or outdoor event, or a combination of both?
What time of day would work best?
What time of year should you have your event in considering those you want to
invite? Consider attendees travelling, accommodation, and pricing of both ‘On/
Off’ season

O
O

Do you have alcohol at the event?
What permits are needed?
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How will having these
things help or hinder
your vision?
O

What style of event would you like to have?
O Sit down dinner - A Long Table Style
O Cocktails
O Brunch
O Presentations
O Breakout Sessions
O Any special moments you’d like to happen to bring everyone
together?

O

What is your budget for the event?
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These are just some of the things that help to build out the experience you want to
have. As you know, there are many more. But each of these elements help to shape
the experience that you and all your guests will have. This is why we suggest you think
through these things after you’ve clarified your vision for the day.

Measure each of these things against
your vision and ask yourselves:
How will having these things help or hinder achieving our vision?
You will be amazed at how simple things become when you hold everything up to your
vision and see how it helps or hurts that vision from happening. It will help you make
decisions much more easily.
Alright, now that we’ve explored your vision for the day and some of the details to
consider that will help shape the experience both you and your attendees desire to have,
let’s consider the timing of everything.

When does everything need to
happen to be able to enjoy your day to
the fullest?
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Schedule
Your Event

Key3

How Will
Your Day
Unfold?
Now that you’ve clarified the core elements of how you’d love your day to be,
let’s walk through some key aspects to consider as you plan out how your
day will unfold to achieve your vision.
The timing of how things flow can create an amazing day, or one ending in
disappointment. This includes how your attendees travel to and from the
event location(s).
Some things you’ll want to plan exact times for, like when a meal should be
served, or food be made available. But, you’ll also want to create time for the
spontaneous to happen.
As you think about your vision for the day, and the experience you’d like to
have, what things should be planned, and which should be allowed to just
unfold?
The key in planning out your schedule for the day is to be firm, not rigid and
flexible, not fixed. Be firm in your schedule, but flexible to allow all those
amazing moments to happen. Avoid being rigid and fixed to your schedule.
This will definitely rob you and your attendees of the transformative day you
could have together.
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As you schedule your day consider things like:
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O

What parts of your day are structured, and which are informal?
If you are having an outside speaker, what times are they available for?
How much time do you need to set up?
If you’re having entertainment or a caterer, how much time do they need to
set up?
When can you get into the venue to start setting up?
Who do you need to help you set up? Will the venue hosts help you?
If you have different moments planned in your day, how long should you
spend doing each piece?
How long does it take to move between different pieces of your day? The
more people you have, the longer it takes. The ages of your guests play a
role in this as well.
How long can you get the venue for the day?
And so on …

Once you clarify your vision, the experience, and your schedule, the next element is
to figure out how to communicate all of that to the people that need to know. Let’s
do that next.
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Communicate Your Plans

4
Key

Share, Share,
Share ...
Now that you have a robust vision for your day, an incredible experience
planned, and your schedule for the day mapped out, how do you communicate
all those wonderful ideas to the people that need to know?
Well, it starts with figuring out your primary contact person or event manager.
If you are reading this, it is most likely you. But if you decide to split up that
responsibility to a number of people, we’ve found it works best to appoint a
single person per aspect of the day. For example, have one point of contact for
your venue and/or your caterer, not multiple contacts or a whole team. This way
you save time and money as you don’t have to go through things more than
once, or get more people up to speed to move the project forward. Having one
person report back to a team if needed is much simpler than co-ordinating a
whole team to give an update, as you know. These clear processes will simplify
planning for you, and bring more peace to the whole event.

As long as you make a clear
decision on who the contact
person or persons are, you’ll be
miles ahead. This way important
information will be less likely to be
lost either coming in or going out.
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Here are a few things to consider on
what needs to be communicated:
O
O
O
O
O

Your vision for the day and the experience you are planning
Dates, location, parking, schedule, menu, and directions to the venue(s)
Appropriate dress, footwear etc.
Preparation for weather changes and issues, if you are having an outdoor
event
And so on …

When deciding what to share, put yourself in your attendees and facilitators shoes,
and go from there. What would you want to know? What would engage you and
get you excited about the day if you were a guest?
From there, what needs to be communicated to any outside help you have, like a
speaker, facilitator, photographer, performer/artist, caterer, venue hosts, etc. ?

Ask them what they need to know.
Share your vision with them. If they aren’t interested in that, perhaps they are not
the right vendor to partner with for your special day. Sharing your vision helps find
the right people to be a part of your team, and your special day.
The key here to remember is that the more clarity you have on your vision and
the experience you are planning to have, the simpler this whole process becomes
as you plan out the day you’d love to have. This will help simplify how to find the
right people to be on your team and those you will naturally gather to achieve your
vision. You can’t do this alone. You and those you gather all need a clear vision to
avoid the disappointment and heartache of a failed event.
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Your vision will help you
communicate what matters. From
there you can set out to achieve
your vision together.
Now that you have all of these details underway, finding the right venue to host
your special day becomes much easier.
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Find The
Right Venue

Key 5

Which venue
is going to help
you achieve
your vision
and enjoy your
event to the
fullest?
21

Finding the right venue is crucial to your vision being realized. It’s where it all
happens. This is why it is so important to clarify your vision, and know how
to communicate it. When you begin to look for a venue, your venue hosts
will need to know what you are wanting out of your day. They need this
information so that they can determine how their venue, services, their own
vision for the space and all they want to accomplish through their business
can help ensure your day is all it is meant to be.

The best venue hosts will partner
with you to achieve your vision.
As we’ve been helping groups plan special events over the years, we’ve
always started with your vision to ensure you and all your guests enjoy your
day to the fullest.
In hosting events of all themes and sizes, we’ve always focused our efforts
to be a support for the simple reason that if the day is being enjoyed then
teams and attendees have the opportunity to thrive and accomplish what
matters most.
As you look for a venue consider asking them these questions:
O
O
O
O

O
O
O

How long may we have to set up?
What do you help with in setting up?
Do you have suggestions on how we could set up the space to
accommodate what we are wanting to achieve?
What is the best seating / room layout for what we want to achieve?
O Conference tables?
O Break-out tables or rooms?
How long may we have the space?
What things should we contact you about?
When do you need to know the final number of guests coming?
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O
O
O
O
O
O

O

Other than the venue, what other services do you offer? Catering and menu
creation for example.
(If your venue offers catering) Is there a way to sample the menu before we
decide on what we’d like?
Do you have testimonies of others that have used the venue for a similar
event?
May I come take a tour and see the venue?
Would it help you to know who our vendors are? Will you contact them and let
them know about setting up, or should we have them contact you?
Are there any limitations to the space? Things that the venue just doesn’t
provide. Sometimes the limitations of the space actually turn out to be
the biggest blessings as you don’t have to worry about those things being
provided. Space limitations can be your friend when planning.
What is the best way to stay in touch with you?
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Share & Discuss
With Your
Venue Hosts
Use of Venue
You will have ideas on how to lay out the space to achieve your vision. However,
be sure to discuss your ideas with your venue hosts, as they should have lots of
insight on how the space can accommodate the experience you are wanting to
achieve.

Your ideas on when food
should be served
If your venue hosts are experienced, they will have some keen insight on
this based on years of hosting. But share how you’d like your meal, dessert,
appetizers, or snacks delivered and ask for their input.
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Set-up
Share when you’d like to get access to set up. Discuss any help they can provide
and if there is any extra cost to getting that help.

Space and Volume Levels
Are there noise bylaws for the area? How does the space work best if you’d like
a DJ or live music?

Alcohol
As each venue many vary in how they operate ask your potential venue hosts
questions like:
O
O
O
O

Who will get the permits?
Who will serve? What certifications are needed to serve?
Who is responsible for the guests?
Are there specific areas in the venue where alcohol can be consumed?

Additional Considerations
O
O
O

O

Do you have a Health & Safety plan for this event?
If you’re having an outdoor event, are additional washrooms needed?
When confirming the number of guests, what details do they need
about the guests aside from the number to help reduce the amount of
back and forth communication needed to make sure your guests and
hosts are cared for?
As well, ask your vendor if they need updates on the number of guests
attending as this may change how they set up or deliver their service

Next, let’s explore one last question that will help bring all this together, simplify
your planning, and bring peace to the whole process.
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Simplify
Your
Planning.
Have Peace
About It.

26

The final question we recommend you ask and answer seems almost too
obvious. However, sometimes it's the obvious that gets forgotten. So, to
make sure you cover all the necessary elements in planning your day and to
ensure you enjoy your day to the fullest, here is the last question we suggest
you answer:

What would help
simplify your
planning?
Consider your day, you and your guests. What would help you simplify the
planning for your day? For you? For your guests?
And then share this with your venue hosts, vendors, planning team, and
even attendees where appropriate. You’d be surprised how much people
want to contribute and make your day successful in any way they can. Many
times we forget to share with those who are a part of our day, and in that rob
ourselves of the simplicity and peace that come as others know what we are
aiming to achieve.
Alright, so now that you have clarified your vision, determined the
experience you’d like to provide, answered some questions on scheduling
and space, and understood the key things you should communicate, and to
whom, let’s put together a checklist to simplify this whole planning process
for you.
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Your Planning
Checklist

Putting together your checklist is easier than you think. Using all the questions
we’ve shared throughout this guide, you will now be able to pinpoint the things
that matter most to you. We suggest you put those on your checklist first. That way
you’ll know the most important aspects of your day will not be forgotten.
Once you’ve done that, breakdown the key elements of your plan into smaller tasks
or questions to be answered. That will give you a very good checklist to start with.
The key to any good checklist is that it isn’t carved in stone. Know that you will
continue to add to it as your day gets closer. To avoid the overwhelming stress, just
simply add those to your checklist in the appropriate category. Then, make sure
that the person responsible for those tasks gets notified. This way, things won’t slip
through the cracks as easily.

We suggest you share this guide
with those who are helping you plan
your day.
When everyone is on the same page, using the same approach, it certainly helps to
simplify everything and bring that bit of peace that you all are wanting as you take
the steps together to make this an amazing day to enjoy and remember.
As always, if you have any questions about how Arrowwood Farm and The Harvest
Table can help simplify this planning process feel free to reach out. As we cater and
have connections to many local vendors, we can help you find others to partner
with to make this day one to remember.
We’d be honoured to help you see if we are the right fit for the vision you have, the
experience you desire to create and bring some peace to all this for you.

Printable Checklist Below
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Planning
Checklist
Uncover Your Vision
O

How do you want to remember the day?

O

How do you want your attendees to remember the day?

O

What must take place for that experience to happen?

Create Your Experience
O

What business outcomes would you like to achieve for the day?

O

What does management expect from the day?

O

Who has a stake in the outcome of this event?

O

How many people would you like to have?
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O

Who must be there?

O

Who would you like to be there?

O

To whom should you communicate the outcomes for the event?

O

What activities should occur to achieve the desired results?

O

O

O

Instructional or teaching presentations

O

Brainstorming activities

O

Team-building activities

O

Break-out sessions

O

Quiet introspective opportunities

What types of food would you like to have?
O

Hot meals

O

Appetizers

O

Others

What types of food must you have? Consider dietary restrictions, and
special food interests for you and your attendees that will make the day
one to remember.

O

How much food do you need to have? As you are most likely going to
cater your event, your caterer or venue host can help with this.

O

Is there value in taking the team to a second location for an activity or
meal?

O

Do you have an indoor and/or outdoor event, or a combination of both?

O

What time of day would work best?

O

What time of year should you have your event in considering those you
want to invite? Consider attendees travelling, accommodation, and
pricing of both ‘On/Off’ season

O

Do you have alcohol at the event?

O

What permits are needed?

O

What style of event would you like to have?
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O

Sit down dinner - A Long Table Style

O

Cocktails

O

Brunch

O

Presentations

O

Breakout Sessions

O

Any special moments you’d like to happen to bring everyone
together?

O

What is your budget for the event?

Create Your Schedule
O

What parts of your day are structured, and which are informal?

O

If you are having an outside speaker, what times are they available for?

O

How much time do you need to set up?

O

If you’re having entertainment or a caterer, how much time do they need
to set up?

O

When can you get into the venue to start setting up?

O

Who do you need to help you set up? Will the venue hosts help you?

O

If you have different moments planned in your day, how long should you
spend doing each piece?

O

How long does it take to move between different pieces of your day? The
more people you have, the longer it takes. The ages of your guests play a
role in this as well.

O

How long can you get the venue for the day?

O

And so on …
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Communicate Your Plan
O

Your vision for the day and the experience you are planning

O

Dates, location, parking, schedule, menu, and directions to the venue(s)

O

Appropriate dress, footwear etc.

O

Preparation for weather changes and issues, if you are having an outdoor
event

Find Your Venue

Questions for your venue hosts

O

How long may we have to set up?

O

What do you help with in setting up?

O

Do you have suggestions on how we could set up the space to
accommodate what we are wanting to achieve?

O

What is the best seating and room layout for what we want to achieve?
O

Conference tables?

O

Break-out tables or rooms?

O

How long may we have the space?

O

What things should we contact you about?

O

When do you need to know the final number of guests coming?

O

Other than the venue, what other services do you offer? Catering and menu
creation for example.

O

(If your venue offers catering) Is there a way to sample the menu before we
decide on what we’d like?

O

Do you have testimonies of others that have used the venue for a similar
event?

O

May I come take a tour and see the venue?

O

Would it help you to know who our vendors are? Will you contact them and
let them know about setting up, or should we have them contact you?
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O

Are there any limitations to the space? Things that the venue just doesn’t
provide. Sometimes the limitations of the space actually turn out to be
the biggest blessings as you don’t have to worry about those things being
provided.

O

What is the best way to stay in touch with you?

This is not everything that you will want to add to your list, but this will
get you started and moving in the right direction in these 5 key areas.
As you have questions, write them down, put them in the right category
and if you have a team of people helping you, be sure to assign the tasks
to the appropriate person.
We look forward to hearing from you and helping you fulfill on the
vision you have for your day here at Arrowwood Farm and the Harvest
Table.
Truly,

Phil & Kathy

Book Your Visit
6460 Riverside Dr, Melbourne, ON N0L 1T0
arrowwoodfarmontario.com
519-289-0389
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